
22 N Chestnut Avenue 
Architectural Style: Modern   

Felker Brothers Company 
 

Originally built between 1904 & 1912 to house 

the sheet metal shop established by Louis & 

Albert Felker, the building had additions into 

the 1960’s. The main façade dates from the 

mid-20th century & houses company offices.  

The second story slightly over-hangs the main 

façade, & fully embraces its corners & side 

facades.  The main entry honors the Classical 

tradition, but with a simple functional entabla-

ture & columns.  The design of the office area 

incorporates “Modern” architecture values:  functionality; simplicity; little if any decoration; 

emphasis on connection between inside & outside with large windows; horizontal spatial exten-

sion with building’s shape, window pattern, & pattern of every 6th brick row being a soldiered 

course.  Much of the factory portion, resided in metal, is still operational. 
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FELKER FIRM FORMED AT KENDALL IN 1903 
—- 

Marshfield Manufacturing Company Prepares To Observe Anniversary  

—- 

Increased capitalization, an improved sales organization and the manufacturing of a new product will 

mark the observance of the silver anniversary of Felker Brothers Manufacturing company which begins 

February 5.  
 

The year 1903 marked the company's beginning as a Wisconsin corporation at Kendall, Monroe county, 

Wisconsin. Galvanized sheet steel well tubing was its one and only product. The company was capital-

ized for $10,000. The original incorporators were L. H. Felker, Revillo F. Holmes and A. G. Felker, all 

of Kendall, Wis. The year 1905 found the new concern bound for St. Paul, Minn., where it remained for 

less than one year. D. L. Miller joined the company at this time and Mr. Holmes retired to seek success 

in other fields of endeavor. November,1926 saw the active retirement of L. H. Felker and the return of 

the concern to Sparta, Wis., where it continued work and growth with fair expansion of lines manufac-

tured and volume increase over that of the first two years.  
 

The fall of 1908 found the company seeking a new factory site and incidentally a new location which 

resulted in its moving to Marshfield on December 27 of the same year. R. T. Finucan joined the young 

concern as a stockholder and became personally active in 1908.  

 

Built First Plant In 1909  

The story of the advance and improvement of the company in its new-location is one with which most 

Marshfield folks are quite conversant. A new plant of wood and steel construction was erected in Marsh-

field at the corner of North Chestnut and North Depot streets in the spring of 1909. Well tubing and gal-

vanized steel tanks constituted the line of products manufactured in the new plant. Tank heaters, stock 

feed cookers, corrugated culverts, welded steel storage and automobile truck tanks were added in due 

course until the line reached its present mechanically coordinated whole for which the company's spe-

cially heavy duty machinery has gradually been developed and supplied. The line is one requiring heavy 

sheet metal machinery dealing with the heavier gauges of sheet metal plates and sections as opposed to 

lighter sheet metal lines making an entirely different field of metal manufactury.  
 

The growth of the physical plant brought about building expansion programs in 1909 followed by exten-

sions in 1910 and 1912 all of which improvements in the buildings were destroyed in the spectacular fire 

and explosions on December 4, 1915. Above the ruins of the destroyed plant arose in due course the pre-

sent modern steel and concrete daylight construction housing the company's present lines.  

 

Design New Product  

In recognition of the silver anniversary of the concern, a new design of galvanized steel tank known as 

the "Marshfield" tank is being manufactured and sales to date are already arguing the wisdom and fore-

sight of such a course of action. In determining the trade name of the new product, the members of the 

company, its sales force, its jobbers, and so far, its widespread dealer organization, have acquiesced in 

giving Marshfield the recognition it has earned in so designating the new product.  
 

The present guiding heads of Felker Brothers Manufacturing company are A. G. Felker, president; D. L. 

Miller, vice-president and secretary; R. T. Finucan, treasurer. The company is unique in Marshfield as 

the only plant of its kind in the city and carries the respect of its employees and co-workers and the well 

wishes and moral support of the citizenry in marked degree. 
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FELKER PLANT NEW UNIT  
—- 

Construction Plans Announced on Anniversary of Fire 16 Years Ago  

—- 

BUILDING To BE 60x100  

—- 

On the anniversary of the fire which destroyed the Felker Brothers Manufacturing plant 16 years ago 

today, the Felker company announces plans for the construction of a new unit to the plant, to be located 

on the North side of West Depot street, on the site of the former livery stable, recently torn down.  
 

The new building will be 60 by 100 feet in size, of concrete base and steel superstructure construction, 

and is so planned that another building of the same size can be added to it at a later date when further 

expansion is warranted.  
 

The new building will include a garage, paint room of approved design, and warehouse. New lines of 

activity with lines of goods now being manufactured will be housed in the new warehouse building the 

company announces.  
 

Use Own Labor  

Because times are none too brisk in the manufacturing line at the present time, A. G. Felker, president of 

the company, states that labor out of the company's own plant will be employed in the construction of 

the new building.  
 

In recollection of the fire of 1915 and the immediate rebuilding of the plant, Mr. Felker says: "The own- 

ers are just as optimistic and sure of a quick upward turn in business as they were 16 years ago tonight, 

and that the experience of the past will be repeated for the future."  
 

The files of the Marshfield Herald of 1915 tell a graphic story of the fire which broke out about 9:30 on 

Saturday night, Dec. 4, and destroyed the entire plant within a short time.  

 

Lack Water Pressure  

Charles Stauber, night watchman at the plant, discovered the fire and turned in the alarm.  
 

"From the time of the alarm until the flames broke through the roof was less than ten minutes, the fire 

department in the meantime having reached the scene. Four streams of water were immediately turned 

on but there was no checking the whirl of flames that reached a hundred feet in the air and lit up the 

landscape for miles around.  
 

"For a short time, owing to difficulty in getting direct pressure from the standpipe, the firemen were 

handicapped for water, but even with a high pressure there was no hope of saving the building.  
 

"As there was no chance of saving the plant the firemen directed their energies in keeping the fire from 

spreading to adjoining buildings, and by hard work succeeded in saving the S. Miller Fruit company's 

warehouse only 19 feet west of the Felker plant.  
 

Oxygen Drums Explode  

"In the building were a dozen of more oxygen drums used for gas welding and when these exploded it 

shook every building in the city and broke the glass in all the windows and store fronts within a radius of 

a block or more.  
 

"While no doubt every drum exploded, five shocks were more distinct than the rest, one in particular 

being heard as far away as Stratford and Rozellville. Those who gathered at the scene of the fire before 

the explosions took place, the firemen in particular, ran great chances of losing their lives.  
 

“One of the drums was driven through the side of the building and landed in the street 30 feet away. 

Several persons, from the force of the explosion, were carried from their feet or thrown against the sides 

of buildings. Fireman W. H. Kamps was knocked over but escaped with no serious injury."  



Approximately eight weeks after the fire the first unit of the present fireproof modern plant was finished. 

Twice since additions have been made to the structure to care for expanding business. In 1920 and again 

in 1925 new units were added to the building, and now in 1931 still greater space is needed in the plant 

and the new unit is going ahead. To relieve congestion in the present plant, it will be located across the 

street, easily accessible for storage purposes.  
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By JAMIE MARA  

Of the News-Herald  
 

Adapting to the needs of the marketplace is an ability that all businesses strive to achieve and perfect.  

Try and find a company that can successfully spot trends and make necessary, effective adjustments, and 

you'll likely be searching amidst the most sound and thriving.  
 

 

That most basic, yet significant business principle is ushering Felker Brothers Corp. once Felker Broth-

ers Manufacturing into its 86th year in the manufacturing of steel products as part of Marsh-field's in-

dustrial community.  
 

And as has happened since A.G. Felker and Ray Finucane moved the firm here from Sparta in 1908, 

Felker Brothers is once again fashioning its processes to meet future challenges head-on.  
 

The most recent moves in that effort by company officials involved restructuring two autonomous 

manufacturing divisions under the Felker Brothers head, extending one to the southeastern United States 

and expanding the other here.  
 

Felker Piping Products, 

which comprises about 70 

percent of the firm's sales, 

now makes a portion of its 

loose pipe, tube and fittings 

in a Kentucky plant. 
  

In turn, the vacated space 

here has been filled by an 

expanded Felker Fabrication 

operation that yields custom 

stainless and alloy steel 

tanks, vessels, and pre-

fabricated piping systems.  
 

Both divisions operate lo-

cally out of two facilities. A 

more than 137,000-square-

foot facility on E. Fourth 

Street houses much of Felker 

'Brothers' physical operation, 

while the company's offices 

are located on N. Chestnut 

Avenue at W. Depot Street.  
 

A smaller pipe-spooling 

shop accommodating, a scant force of subcontracted national union pipe fitters as part of Felker Fabrica-

tion is also part of the Chestnut Avenue site.  
 

As part of Felker Brothers' piping division, a 60,000-square-foot plant in Glasgow, Ky., which opened 

Oct 1, produces continuous welded stainless steel pipe.  
 

"Really what we deal in is a commodity product," Tom Henke, who heads sales and marketing for 

Felker Piping Products, said.  
 

Henke sells a full range of stainless steel piping products through a country-wide network of select in-

dustrial distributors.  



Custom- and pre-fabricated products created under Felker Fabrication, on the other hand, are marketed 

directly to the end user.  
 

"Basically, we fabricate them together so that (customers) don't have to out in the field," Keith Boernke, 

who heads the fabrication division, said of the commodity products made in his counterpart's division.  
 

More precise fit-up, cleaner welded seams and the absence of obstacles make the environment of a well-

equipped manufacturing plant more conducive to creating a better quality product, Boernke said, and 

eliminate work-site hassles.  
 

"If you have an unusual cut, out in the field basically they have a torch and a grinder and that's about it," 

Boernke said.  
 

And in the shop, he added, "you can move the pipe instead of your body."  
 

Once bids are solicited for work, Boernke said, an estimated delivery price is figured, including comple-

tion time. A proposal is then submitted to the customer. After usual negotiation over price and delivery, 

an order is placed and final design work begins.  
 

Flexibility in meeting customer desires is the responsibility of his project coordinators, Boernke said, 

who figure the price and form the proposal while "chasing the job."  
 

"Basically, the project coordinator is responsible for the product conforming to the customer's expecta-

tions," he said.  
 

The personal attention given to each customer is a standout of Felker Brothers service, he noted.  
 

"If we get (the job), he's (project coordinator) responsible for every aspect of it all the way through the 

shop," Boernke said. "He follows it all the way through shipment. That's one thing a little unique here. 

We have one contact, which helps the customer. They can deal with one person."  
 

Being able to revise at any stage of production is a key for Gary Kohlbeck's drafting department, which 

formalizes customer orders into drawings.  
 

"Sometimes it can be prior to us even doing the drawings," Kohlbeck said of requested changes.  
 

"It could be even after it's already built. We just try to accommodate the customer."  
 

Part of that necessary flexibility comes with "a balancing act" for Boemke, whose goal is to match pro-

duction hours with project dollar forecasts and floor capacity.  
 

"It's my responsibility to make sure that the shop floor is always full, Boemke said, but added that space 

for "key accounts" must be maintained.  
 

"You have to leave a little leeway in there so that if an OEM (original equipment manufacturer) would 

happen to call and say, 'can you speed this job in there,' you can do it," Boemke explained. "At the same 

time, because I am limited to the number of hours, I have to make sure the cost contribution is accept-

able to the company. I do have to meet my forecast at the end of the year."  
 

While the products and marketing methods differ between Felker Brothers' two divisions, most of the 

products are targeted for like industries.  
 

"The driver still here at Felker Brothers is pulp and paper," Henke said. "That industry has been in our 

background since we got into stainless (steel) in the '30s and '40s and still is the driver."  
 

The grain processing and wastewater industries are major subsequent customers, Henke said, followed 

by other process-type industries like chemical producers and memories.  
 

The scope of those Felker Brothers customers stretchers worldwide, whether directly or indirectly, ac-

cording to both division heads.  

 

While the bulk of Boemke's customers are found within a 350-mile radius, he said some now stretch  



across the country and further.  
 

"We've got one (customer) in the grain processing that works on projects throughout the United States, 

Europe and Asia, actually globally," Boemke said. "We have an original equipment manufacturer we 

just started doing business with who's in the industrial market, liquid solid separation, which is also 

worldwide."  
 

Competition for Felker Brothers must be analyzed differently for each division, according to company 

President Don Younker.  
 

About five domestic firms located mainly in the southeastern U.S. compete nationally with Felker Pip-

ing, Younker said. With a more regional market for Felker Fabrication, competition comes from gener-

ally smaller companies, he said.  
 

"We are one of the smaller companies among our competition both in terms of volume and capacity," 

Younker said.  
 

With the new Kentucky operation, Felker Piping is better able to compete in a location closer to that di-

vision's market, according to Younker.  
 

"The majority of the pipe that's sold ... is actually distributed on the East Coast or in the eastern part of 

the United Slates," he said. "The efficiency of servicing that market is better out of a more eastern loca-

tion than in Marshfield."  
 

"We needed to get into a more cost-efficient location and a more customer-service sensitive location," 

Henke added. "We ended up buying steel in Pennsylvania, trucking it all the way up to Marshfield, Wis-

consin, making it round, and trucking it all the way back."  
 

Henke said as a commodity, the piping products he sells are subject to the same competition as other 

commodities now pressured worldwide by changing, freer markets.  
 

"It's really becoming a global marketplace now," he said. "I'm competing against Ukranian pipe, Italian 

pipe, Malaysian pipe..."  
 

To have a successful marketing campaign, the company must stress not only the Felker Brothers prod-

ucts, but the company's talented and experienced 150-strong workforce, Younker said.  
 

Along with the union force of boilermakers, the company also has about 85 salaried and administrative 

personnel.  
 

"We have a pretty highly skilled labor force," Younker said. "Part of our marketing strategy is to try to 

focus on products and markets that will allow us to sell that degree of skill.  
 

"People are a very important part of our business and of our manufacturing. I think Felkers has generally 

been a people-oriented company."  
 

Younker said very marketable is the fact that the average worker tenure at his company is approaching 

20 years.  
 

"We try to emphasize with our customers and our potential customers the length of time that we've been 

here, the length of time we've been serving the same customers, the length of time and stability of people 

that work here ... We have a lot of second- and third-generation employees. We have no turnover here. 

Generally, when the people that work in our plant come to work at Felkers, it's a career.  
 

"We have people that have been working in our shop for 25 or 30 years. Over that kind of a period of 

time, they build up a tremendous amount of experience and capability in what they do. A lot of shops 

can't duplicate that."  

Also see link to this property at the Wisconsin Historical Society:  https://www.wisconsinhistory.org/

Records/Property/HI138475 
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